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What is antiscience? 

¤  Denying, distorting evidence, knowledge: denialism. 

¤  Disliking, disparaging, disregarding (recklessly) scientific 
methods, institutions. 

¤  Term is pejorative, rarely embraced by anyone. 

¤  Not synonymous with: criticisms of science; ethical or 
policy disagreements with scientists. 

¤  Fuzzy boundary. 
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Who’s worse (left or right)? 

¤  Both sides have significant blind spots. But … 

¤  No left-wing equivalent to right-wing stances on evolution 
and climate change, i.e., issue marked by 
¤  Widespread denialism of important science by grass-roots 

and elite (denial of facts, not just policy implications) 

¤  Concentrated on one side of political spectrum 

¤  Influential on policy agenda (esp. on climate change) 

¤  Stance prevailing politically (climate change only) 

¤  Conclusion: The right is worse. (For now.) 





Historical background 

¤  Long history of Republican/conservative affinities for 
science 

¤  Intervals of left-wing tension with science: counterculture, 
postmodernism 

¤  Religious right rise to prominence in 1980s significant 
contributor to conservative distrust of science 

¤  Conservatives developed own “knowledge base” 

¤  Anti-government emphasis brought further conflict, 
especially in recent years (Tea Party) 



Election results 

¤  Prop 37 lost: anti-GMO movement stalled. 

¤  Hurricane Sandy raised climate change profile. 

¤  Nate Silver scored win against data denialism. 

¤  A Senate seat lost because of Akin antiscience 
comment. 

¤  Setback for GOP and conservatives more broadly. 

¤  Did the conservative antiscience ‘bubble’ pop? 



What happens next? 

¤  Massive pressures on federal science budgets. 

¤  Some effort by GOP to shed antiscience image. 

¤  Evolution and climate denialism likely have peaked. 

¤  Climate debate may shift to policy: 
¤  Is natural gas part of problem or solution? 
¤  Carbon tax revenues should go to _____ ? 

¤  Possible role reversals? 
¤  Pro-geoengineering cons vs. ‘do nothing’ enviros? 
¤  Progressive resistance to genetic engineering inequality? 



Political climate for science 

¤  Challenging: Difficulties in maintaining federal funding, 
political and public support for science. Not necessarily 
disastrous, but challenging on ongoing basis. 

¤  In flux: The political alignments and constellation of issues 
are evolving. Right and left positions not permanently 
locked in. Issues in 2020 etc. may differ greatly from now. 

¤  Pressing: People and organizations involved in science 
may become drawn into politics more than before. 


